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STOP THE RAIN 
                 Bm             G                       A              Em
Another human cloud to bring you down when you blew the last away
                Bm                 G                      A                 Em
And bring out a poisoned tongue or plastic crown, but for me, they look the same
                Bm                 G                 A                Em
Sometimes, it can get all too much for me
                Bm           G                            A            Em
And that's why the photograph gets burned, throw the match in gasoline, a-ayy
 
 G                               A
Don't let the ones who hurt you see you cry
Em                   A
Tomorrow is another day
 
                   Bm       G
You cannot stop the rain, no way
A                            Em               Bm    G
Holdin' an umbrella when the grey clouds come over again
      A              Em                     Bm        G
Tryna find somethin' real, but it's not the game they play
   A                           Em                    Bm        G
Pretending that the weather is in your mind, you got no one to blame
           A              Em
But that's just the way I feel
                    Bm          G           A    Em
You cannot stop the rain, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
                    Bm          G           A    Em
You cannot stop the rain, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
 
         Bm              G                      A                  Em
Another "I, me, mine" to blur the lines between love and then heartbreak
           Bm          G                         A               Em
Oh, it's a lonely life thinkin' you're right and always shiftin' blame
    Bm              G            A        Em
And every time it's getting more and more ugly
           Bm           G                            A            Em
And that's why the photograph gets burned, throw the match in gasoline, a-ayy
 
G                                A
Don't let them tell you "Keep it all inside"
Em                            A
I know the winds have got to change
 
                    Bm       G
You cannot stop the rain, no way
A                            Em               Bm    G
Holdin' an umbrella when the grey clouds come over again
      A              Em                     Bm        G
Tryna find somethin' real, but it's not the game they play
   A                           Em                    Bm        G
Pretending that the weather is in your mind, you got no one to blame
           A              Em
But that's just the way I feel
 
                    Bm          G           A    Em
You cannot stop the rain, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
                    Bm          G           A    Em
You cannot stop the rain, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
 

      Em                     G
And it seems like time can be so much more than a wake-up call
        D                        A
And live real life - every day is a chance that we can start over,
      Em                     G
Read my mind - there'll be ups and downs, but it won't change a thing between
       D                      A.             A#
You and I There's one thing I can't change

                    Bm       G
You cannot stop the rain, no way
A                            Em               Bm    G
Holdin' an umbrella when the grey clouds come over again
      A              Em                     Bm        G
Tryna find somethin' real, but it's not the game they play
   A                           Em                    Bm        G
Pretending that the weather is in your mind, you got no one to blame
           A              Em
But that's just the way I feel

                    Bm       G
You cannot stop the rain, no way
A                            Em               Bm    G
Holdin' an umbrella when the grey clouds come over again
      A              Em                     Bm        G
Tryna find somethin' real, but it's not the game they play
   A                           Em                    Bm        G
Pretending that the weather is in your mind, you got no one to blame
           A              Em
But that's just the way I feel

SOLO
 
                    Bm          G           A    Em
You cannot stop the rain, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
                    Bm          G           A    Em
You cannot stop the rain, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
                   Bm      G                  A
Can't stop the rain, yeah, can't stop the rain, yeah (Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah)
Em             Bm    G                  A
Can't stop the rain, can't stop the rain (Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah)
Em             Bm  G                   A     Em
Can't stop the rain (Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah)
                            Bm          G           A    Em
You know you can't stop the rain, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah

NOTES

INTRO
Same chords and 1/16 baseline as a 

chorus

VERSE
Low octave vocal

PRE-CHORUS
Low octave vocal

CHORUS
Low octave vocal

High octave yeahs

VERSE
Low octave vocal

PRE-CHORUS
Low octave vocal

CHORUS
Low octave vocal

High octave yeahs

BRIDGE
Low octave vocal

High octave ‘one thing you can’t change’
CHORUS

High octave vocal

Without two bars of ‘yeahs’!

CHORUS
Full

With lead guitar
(I believe the latest recording is missing 

this chorus)

SOLO
With ‘yeah, yeahs' x 2

With “can’t stop the rain’ x 1
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NO MAN IS AN ISLAND 
     Em          Bm
I'm a love, love refugee
            Em                  Bm
Don't let nobody get close to me
Em                 B
I'm a hard, hard fugitive
       Em                          Bm
Always running, that's the way I live
 
                  Em                   Bm
'Cause when you go solo, end up feeling so low
                Em           Em
You become your own worst enemy
                 Em                     Bm
Thinking that there's no hope, and your boat won't float
             Em                      Bm
This is what she said, what she said to me
 
            Em     D                 Bm        C
No man is an island, no one should be on their own
              Em    D                        Bm         C
Look at the horizon, 'cause love will always take you home
           Em              D                 Bm                       Asus
She said all hearts break, don't lose faith, you can't live life that way
               Em   D                  Bm        C
No man is an island, no one should be on their own.
              Em     D Bm C
No man is an island
              Em     D Bm C
No man is an island
 
Em                           Bm
I'm a thousand miles from yesterday
         Em              Bm
Now, I'm living like a castaway
Em                       Bm   C
Just a broken man on the shore
         Em              Bm    C
Still hurting from the one before
 
                  Em                   Bm
'Cause when you go solo, end up feeling so low
                Em           Em
You become your own worst enemy
                  Em                     Bm
Thinking that there's no hope, and your boat won't float
                Em                      Bm
This is what she said, what she said to me
 
            Em     D                 Bm        C
No man is an island, no one should be on their own
              Em    D                        Bm         C
Look at the horizon, 'cause love will always take you home
           Em              D                 Bm                       Asus
She said all hearts break, don't lost faith, you can't live life that way
               Em   D                  Bm        C
No man is an island, no one should be on their own.
              Em     D Bm C
No man is an island
              Em     D Bm C
No man is an island
 

Em                                        D
I know there's plenty more fish in the sea
    Bm                  C
But only sharks circle me
              Em                   D
And when my heart was buried in the sand
     Bm                     C
You came along and took my hand
                Em                       D
I know there's plenty more fish in the sea
      Bm                C
But only sharks circle me
            Em                       D
And when my heart was buried in the sand
          Bm                                   Asus
You came along and took my hand, made me understand

 
            Em     D                 Bm        C
No man is an island, no one should be on their own
              Em    D                        Bm         C
Look at the horizon, 'cause love will always take you home
           Em              D                 Bm                       Asus
She said all hearts break, don't lost faith, you can't live life that way
               Em   D                  Bm        C
No man is an island, no one should be on their own.
              Em     D Bm C
No man is an island
              Em     D Bm C
No man is an island

           Em              D                 Bm                       C
She said all hearts break, don't lost faith, you can't live life that way

NOTES

INTRO

VERSE

PRE-CHORUS

CHORUS

Add 4 beats on Asus

VERSE

PRE-CHORUS

CHORUS

BRIDGE

Add 4 beats on Asus

CHORUS

CHORUS

OUTRO
Extra piece of jazzy chorus at the end
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MESSAGE IN A BOTTLE 
Dm   A#       C    Gm     Dm    A#      C    Gm
        Just a castaway, an island lost at sea, oh
Dm   A#     C      Gm  Dm    A#       C   Gm
     Another lonely day, no one here but me, oh
Dm  A#   C     Gm       Dm  A#        C   Gm
     More loneliness than any  man could bear
Dm  A#     C    Gm    Dm    A#    C     Gm
     Rescue me before I fall into despair, oh
 
A#           D#  F
I'll send an S.O.S. to the world
A#           D#  F
I'll send an S.O.S. to the world
Gm             D#
I hope that someone gets my,
Gm             D#
I hope that someone gets my,
Gm             D#
I hope that someone gets my
 
Dm           A#          Dm   A#
Message in a bottle, yeah
Dm           A#          Gm   Gm
Message in a bottle, yeah
 
Dm  A#  C        Gm            Dm      A#    C    Gm
       A year has passed since I wrote my note
Dm  A#            C          Gm            Dm   A#  C   Gm
     I should have known this right from the start
Dm  A#   C        Gm       Dm  A#    C   Gm
     Only hope can keep me toge - ther
Dm  A#       C         Gm      Dm      A#         C    Gm
     Love can mend your life but love can break your heart
 
A#           D#  F
I'll send an S.O.S. to the world
A#           D#  F
I'll send an S.O.S. to the world
Gm             D#
I hope that someone gets my,
Gm             D#
I hope that someone gets my,
Gm             D#
I hope that someone gets my
 
Dm           A#           Dm   A#
Message in a bottle, yeah
Dm           A#           Dm   A#
Message in a bottle              ohhh
Dm           A#           Dm   A#
Message in a bottle, yeah
Dm           A#           Gm   Gm
Message in a bottle, yeah
 
Dm  A#              C   Gm  Dm     A#           C    Gm
     Walked out this morning, don't believe what I saw
Dm  A#      C       Gm      Dm       A#     C    Gm
   A hundred billion bottles, washed up on the shore
Dm  A#             C       Gm    Dm   A#  C   Gm
     Seems I'm not alone in being alone
  Dm     A#      C    Gm   Dm     A#    C    Gm
A hundred billion castaways, looking for a home
 
A#           D#  F
I'll send an S.O.S. to the world
A#           D#  F
I'll send an S.O.S. to the world
Gm             D#
I hope that someone gets my,
Gm             D#
I hope that someone gets my,
Gm             D#
I hope that someone gets my,
 
Dm           A#          Dm   A#
Message in a bottle, yeah
Dm           A#          Dm   A#
Message in a bottle, oh
Dm           A#          Dm   A#
Message in a bottle, whoa
Dm           A#          Gm   Gm
Message in a bottle, yeah
 
Dm      A#     C   Gm
Sending out an S.O.S.
Dm      A#     C   Gm
Sending out an S.O.S.
    Dm      A#     C   Gm
I'm sending out an S.O.S.
     Dm      A#     C   Gm
I'm sending out an S.O.S.     ... (fade)

NOTES

What is a verse/chorus in this song 
anyway!
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BEDS ARE BURNING 
E
Out where the river broke, the bloodwood and the desert oak
Holden wrecks and boiling diesels, steam in forty five degrees
 
    E                            D
The time has come, to say fair's fair;
   A                E
to pay the rent, to pay our share
    E                         D
The time has come, a fact's a fact;
     A                    F#
it belongs to them, let's give it back
 
Em                        C                G
How can we dance when our earth is turning?
Em                        C                D
How do we sleep while our beds are burning?
Em                        C                G
How can we dance when our earth is turning?
Em                        C                D
How do we sleep while our beds are burning?
    Em               C
The time has come to say fair’s fair,
   G                    D
to pay the rent, now to pay our share
 
E
Four wheels scare the cockatoos, from Kintore East to Yuendemu
The western desert lives and breathes, in forty five degrees
 
    E                            D
The time has come, to say fair's fair;
   A                E
to pay the rent, to pay our share
    E                         D
The time has come, a fact's a fact;
     A                            E
it belongs to them, let's give it back
 
Em                        C                G
How can we dance when our earth is turning?
Em                        C                D
How do we sleep while our beds are burning?
Em                        C                G
How can we dance when our earth is turning?
Em                        C                D
How do we sleep while our beds are burning?
Em                    C
The time has come, to say fair's fair;
   G                D
to pay the rent, to pay our share
    Em               C
The time has come, a fact's a fact;
   G                      D
it belongs to them, let's give it back
 
Em                        C                G
How can we dance when our earth is turning?
Em                        C               D
How do we sleep while our beds are burning?

SOLO

NOTES

INTRO

E G A = 10 beats
VERSE

PRE-CHORUS

E G A = 6 beats
CHORUS

Chorus stops after “pay our share”
INTRO

VERSE

PRE-CHORUS

E G A = 10 beats
CHORUS

CHORUS

Extra 4 beats
CHORUS

Just two lines of this chorus

SOLO

OUTRO
E G A = 8 beats
E G A = 3 beats
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LOST 
    Bbmaj7                    D                    C
Had no connection no faith or direction no
    Bbmaj7                    D                    C
Searching and searching for someone to save may soul, oh

    Bbmaj7                    D                    C
Oh…. I was swept up in a wave, swept up in a wave
    Bbmaj7                    D                    C
Oh…. Then I heard you say my name, yeah
 
    Bbmaj7                    D                    C
Lost I was lost I was lost till you loved me now I’m found now I’m found now I’m found, yeah you took me to a
    Bbmaj7                    D                    C
Place that was safe it was sound - lost I was lost now I’m found

 Bbmaj7                    D                    C
I was so lonely my heart was an empty place
    Bbmaj7                    D                    C
Life was a joke ’til the moment I saw your face - saw your face, saw your face

    Bbmaj7                    D                    C
Oh…. I was swept up in a wave, swept up in a wave
    Bbmaj7                    D                    C
Oh…. Then I heard you say my name, yeah
 
    Bbmaj7                    D                    C
Lost I was lost I was lost till you loved me now I’m found now I’m found now I’m found, yeah you took me to a
    Bbmaj7                    D                    C
Place that was safe it was sound - lost I was lost now I’m found
  Bbmaj7                    D                    C
Lost I was lost I was lost till you loved me now I’m found now I’m found now I’m found, yeah you took me to a
    Bbmaj7                    D                    C
Place that was safe it was sound - lost I was lost now I’m found

 Bbmaj7                    D                    C
Ooooh yeah - ooooh yeah, yeah
    Bbmaj7                    D                    C
Ooooh yeah - ooooh yeah, yeah

    Bbmaj7                    D                    C
Oh…. I was swept up in a wave, swept up in a wave
    Bbmaj7                    D                    C
Oh…. Then I heard you say my name, yeah yeah yeah yeah

SOLO

    Bbmaj7                    D                    C
Lost I was lost I was lost till you loved me now I’m found now I’m found now I’m found, yeah you took me to a
    Bbmaj7                    D                    C
Place that was safe it was sound - lost I was lost now I’m found

 Bbmaj7                    D                    C
Ooooh yeah - ooooh yeah, yeah
    Bbmaj7                    D                    C
Ooooh yeah - ooooh yeah, yeah

    Bbmaj7                    D                    C
Oh…. I was swept up in a wave, swept up in a wave

NOTES

VERSE
No intro

Just voice and guitar
Low octave vocal

PRE-CHORUS
Low octave vocal

End on C for 4 extra beats

CHORUS
Low octave vocal

VERSE
Low octave vocal

PRE-CHORUS

Hold C for 8 extra beats

CHORUS
Low octave vocal

CHORUS
High octave vocal

BRIDGE
Lots of energy

Lead guitar

PRE-CHORUS
Very low

Hold C for 8 extra beats

SOLO
Accent everyone on snare

CHORUS

BRIDGE/CHORUS

Layer the two sets of vocals together?

PRE-CHORUS
Just: ‘I was swept up in a wave, swept up 

in a wave’.
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NO SUCH THING 
Emaj9
"welcome to the real world"
Amaj9
she said to me condescendingly
C#m7
"take a seat, take your life
Em7
plot it out in black and white"
Emaj9                                Amaj9
well I never lived the dreams of the prom kings and the drama queens
                        C#m7
I'd like to think the best of me
                F#11
is still hiding up my sleeve
 
     Asus2                             Emaj9
They love to tell you stay inside the lines
     F#11              Asus2        Emaj9
But something's better on the other side
 
 N.C.              Am9                         Emaj9
        I want to run through the halls of my high school
          Am9                     Emaj9
I want to scream at the top of my lungs
             Am9                              Emaj9
I just found out there's no such thing as the real world
       Am9                    Emaj9
just a lie you've got to rise above
 
Emaj9
so the good boys and girls
Amaj9
take the so-called right track
                             C#m7
faded white hats grabbing credits, maybe transfers
     Em7
they read all the books but they can't find the answers
Emaj9                               Amaj9
All of our parents, they're getting older
                                         C#m7
I wonder if they've wished for anything better
                               F#11
while in their memories, tiny tragedies
 
     Asus2                             Emaj9
They love to tell you stay inside the lines
     F#11              Asus2        Emaj9
But something's better on the other side
 
N.C.              Am9                         Emaj9
        I want to run through the halls of my high school
          Am9                     Emaj9
I want to scream at the top of my lungs
             Am9                              Emaj9
I just found out there's no such thing as the real world
       Am9                    Emaj9
just a lie you've got to rise above
 

Fmaj7#11  Aadd9  Fmaj7#11            Aadd9
                        I am invincible
Fmaj7#11             Aadd9
           I am invincible
Aadd9
I am invincible
G13
as long as I'm alive…

 
Asus2  Emaj9  F#11  Asus2  Emaj9
 
N.C.              Am9                         Emaj9
        I want to run through the halls of my high school
          Am9                     Emaj9
I want to scream at the top of my lungs
             Am9                              Emaj9
I just found out there's no such thing as the real world
       Am9                    Emaj9
just a lie you've got to rise above
             Am9                   Emaj9
I just can't wait for my ten year reunion
          Am9                   Emaj9
I'm gonna bust down the double doors
           Am9                   Emaj9
and when I stand on these tables before you
         Am9                         Emaj9
you will know what all this time was for

NOTES

INTRO

VERSE

PRE-CHORUS

CHORUS

VERSE

PRE-CHORUS

CHORUS

BRIDGE

CHORUS

CHORUS

OUTRO
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